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Wild Photo Tips Magazine
is published semi-annually and is also available
online via email. Online subscriptions are available
for $4.95 per issue. To subscribe and receive future
online issues, please contact us as listed below.
To advertise with this publication,
the following rates apply:
1/4 page = $25 per issue or $45 per year (2 issues)
About the cover photo
1/2 page = $45 per issue or $80 per year (2 issues)
This issue’s cover photo depicts some of the beauty Full page = $75 per issue or $130 per year (2 issues)
and wonder of fall and is a great cover for the Fall
Issue. Fall in Pennsylvania is an incredible time of hte Contact Information:
year! The mountains are filled with the sounds of ear- Bob Shank Photography
piercing bugles and crashing antlers! All this excitement bob@bobshankphotography.com
brings to mind the elk photo shoots in the fall and this www.bobshankphotography.com
issue features an article about our Pennsylvania Elk 2540 Yellowstone Drive
Photography Experience. This cover photograph was Blakeslsee, PA 18610
570-242-4138
captured on one of these exciting photo trips!
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So You Want to Photograph
the Pennsylvania Elk?
I’ve been traveling to the mountains
of north-central Pennsylvania for
over 23 years now to photograph
the majestic Pennsylvania elk. many
people still do not realize there are
wild elk roaming the mountains of
Pennsylvania. Winslow hill in Benezette
township is the elk capital of PA and we
call this area “elk Country!”
Visitor after visitor make the drive to Benezette to see
the Pennsylvania Elk. Tourism in the area during the
elk rut now far surpasses the first week of deer hunting
season and the number of tourists coming to the area is
growing!
The Elk Country Visitor Center, which opened in
the fall of 2010, attracts many visitors throughout the
year. Elk can often be viewed in the fields behind the
Center. Volunteers and staff educate the visitors about
these unique creatures of the deer family and offer a
4-dimensional movie to further appreciate the wild
animals and the beauty of nature in this part of PA.
Most visitors make the drive up Winslow Hill, which
is typically the best place for a chance to see and view
the PA elk. You can always tell when elk are in a field
because of the traffic stoppage and the vehicles stopped
along the road. (By the way, do not stop in the middle of
the road; pull over and get your vehicle completely off
the paved road. Be courteous to other drivers and please
respect the privacy of the property owners by refraining
from trespassing on their property!)
Now that you’ve found some elk, you probably want to
capture some photographs to remember your sighting
and take home with you to family and friends. But
how do you proceed? What is the best way to capture
photographs of the elk?
First of all, remember that these are wild animals!
While they may appear docile and tame, and, yes, some
may actually be tame, they still demand respect and
distance. This is where a telephoto lens comes in handy-in fact, I argue that a telephoto lens is mandatory for
this kind of wildlife photography!
Use the telephoto function on your point and shoot
camera or have a telephoto lens already mounted on
your DSLR even before you arrive in Elk Country.
Preparedness is often a key for success and you never
know when you are going to spot and be able to
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photograph these amazing creatures! Whatever you do,
don’t be that guy who runs out into the middle of the
field, in front of all the other photographers with his
cell phone, trying to get close enough to get a picture!
Believe me, I’ve seen this happened far too many times.
It is not safe and it creates great angst among the other
photographers. This is also why a long lens is mandatory.
Once you are in position to take a photograph, think
about composition. What do you see? Are there any
beautiful fall colors that can be incorporated into the
image? What is the elk doing? Does this suggest an
approach to your photo like turning the camera to a
vertical position?
Three technical settings will help separate the animal
from its habitat and make the subject pop in your
photograph. Depth of field is the first one to consider.
We are aiming at a shallow depth of field so that only
the subject is in focus. The lower number f-stop you can
muster the more shallow the depth of field. I prefer f/4
or even f/2.8 if possible. The second technical setting is
ISO. Again, we want to stay as low as is feasibly possible.
I try to stay in the basement with my ISO, preferring
200 with my Nikon camera whenever possible. The
third setting is shutter speed. A decent speed is required
to keep the subject in focus, especially if the animal
is moving. The longer your lens, the faster the shutter
needs to be, too, to assure sharp focus.
These three technical settings: f-stop, ISO, and shutter
speed work together to create proper exposure in a
photographic image. It is critical to learn how these
work to get the results you are after. Add the fact that
wild animals are mostly seen at dawn and dusk when
the light is low, and these three technical settings are
vitally important to keep on top of when shooting!
A properly exposed image with adequate magnification
with a longer lens will provide a pleasing photo to share
with your family and friends!

Pennsylvania Elk Photography experience
Experiences are made up of a combination of place,
incredible men who had a lot to offer and made me
time, and relationships. If you are in the right place,
feel quite comfortable as part of a team. The help I
at the right time, and with special people, then the
received was so valuable.”
experience might even be unforgettable!
Diane McKinley – Bryn Mawr, PA
The Pennsylvania Elk Photography Experience brings
these elements together for wildlife photographers!
“I really enjoyed the week... I think it is a
If you want to experience wildlife photography at its
wonderful opportunity to be able to photograph
best then this photo trip is definitely for you. The special
these animals... The week definitely met my
location is in north-central Pennsylvania where an elk
expectations... The food was very good.”
herd of about 850 roam over the mountains. We locate
Brian Freed – Allentown, PA
the elk and put you on to these majestic elk so you can
create breath-taking wildlife photographs. With over
“Wow, awesome, fantastic, breathtaking, are just
20 years of experience we have in these mountains, you
some of the words spinning through my head
can be sure to have plenty of wild
the morning after my return
photographic opportunities.
from the Bob Shank PA Elk
Combine this with three
Photo Experience. Bob and his
Now add the camaraderie
photography workshops and
experienced team led our group
you can learn the basics and
on several daily elk encounters
of fellow photographers
some advanced tools for wildlife
during which we witnessed an
with similar goals and
photography. This is a photo
astounding number of elk, all
you
have
an
experience
trip that combines a hands-on
the while catering to our every
approach with practical classroom
whim and need. My bed was
of a lifetime!
instruction.
comfortable the food was great
Now add the camaraderie of
and the company even better.
fellow photographers with similar
The photos I captured during
goals and you have an experience of a lifetime!
the weekend exceeded my expectations, but even
The Pennsylvania Elk Photography Experience is a
more importantly I came away from the weekend
four-day and three-night photo workshop. All meals are
having personally experienced something truly
provided and accommodations are right smack dab in
special.”
the middle of PA elk country. There are times when the
Ray Carlier – Bethlehem, PA
elk are right in our backyard, providing photographers
with easy and enjoyable shooting to their heart’s content.
“Thank you and Dick for making the trip a real
The three workshops include basic digital camera setjoy for me. I liked being with people that have
up, techniques on composition, how to photograph
common interests.”
wildlife, etiquette on photographing wild animals, and
Rich Lloyd – Chester County, PA
an in-depth workshop on Adobe Lightroom, which is
our preferred photo-management and editing software.
You Can:
Up to six photo shoots are available, with most days
finding us out in the wild before sunrise and then after
View Photos from Previous Experiences
sunset. Workshops are held between the photo shoots
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Z0yAR8Hilg
and we can customize the trip to meet your needs and
watch?v=0Z0yAR8Hilg
desires.
Learn more about these photo trips and sign
up for a Photography Experience!
Here are some comments from past participants:
http://www.bobshankphotography.com

“From a woman’s point of view I was with some
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Basic Photo Tips

Never stop learning

Buy a DSLR!
Getting quality photographs of the
Pennsylvania elk or any animal is the
goal of many who enjoy nature. They see
something they like and they want to
remember it by snapping a photograph
as a keepsake. the problem is that many
resort to a smart phone or some other
inferior camera to accomplish the
task and the photograph to capture a
special memory is left lacking!
The best advice is to spend a little money and purchase
a Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera. This does
not have to break your bank either. There are many
affordable DSLRs from Nikon and Canon that will help
tremendously in capturing wildlife photos.
One of the main advantages of a DSLR is that you can
change lenses on the camera. So if you are photographing
a child’s birthday party, a shorter lens is all that is needed.
But when wildlife is the intended subject, you can easily
switch to a longer tele-photo lens!
DSLRs are full of features that make life much easier
even for the amateur photographer. Smart phone
cameras have come a long way in a short time, but they
still do not stack up to the quality obtained by a DSLR.
Compare the images from these two different cameras
and the differences are glaring!
Photographing wild animals is not easy. Using
makeshift or inferior camera equipment surely will
not help. Don’t be that person getting in everyone else’s
way by walking out in the middle of a field to get close
enough with your phone camera to snap a photo.
Get the right equipment--you’ll be glad you did! Start
off with a DSLR and a 70-300mm lens. This combination
is a great way to photograph the Pennsylvania Elk, while
still maintaining a proper and safe distance from these
wild animals. You see serious photographers with really
long lenses for a reason!
Save up some money and buy a DSLR. This investment
will allow you to capture the memories you desire and
help take your photography to the next level!

I admit that I did not really apply myself
in high school. I had other things on
my mind back in those days, but as I
progressed through college and then
on to graduate school, I developed a
positive attitude toward learning. As
a matter of fact, I enjoy learning even
today, many years later!
Mark Twain was known to have said, “The older I got,
the smarter my parents got!” Obviously, what changed
was Twain’s understanding. Anyone can have a quest
for learning new things and photographers should
never stop learning. There is an inherent danger with
photography that is dangerous—the idea that I know all
I need to know and I am an accomplished photographer
so I don’t need to learn anything new any more. Well,
this is the beginning of the end for such a photographer.
We need to constantly be learning.
The photography equipment we use is changing rapidly
these days. New features are constantly being added
to camera bodies and even lenses. The approach to
photography is changing these days, too. When we stop
learning we lose traction and will eventually become
extinct. Now, don’t get me wrong, some old tricks and
traditions can still be valuable today. The point is that
we need to apply them with a thorough understanding
of photography that requires constant learning.
The internet is chock full of valuable learning tools.
I started watching online tutorials a while ago and
these training tools are incredibly helpful. For example,
I recently watched a number of videos on how to use
Adobe InDesign. This online video training, which I
first accessed via YouTube provided me with techniques
I am now applying to this magazine!
Here is a short list of ways you can commit to “Never
Stop Learning:”
•
YouTube
•
Kelby Training
•
Local Photo Clubs
•
Online Webinars
•
Photography Workshops & Conferences
•
Photo Books
•
Magazines
•
Experimentation

Check Out Our Online Version
www.bobshankphotography.com

Commit to learning something new each week and
you will reap the benefits ten-fold!
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My Favorite Photo Destinations

Chincoteague National
Wildlife Refuge
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge
is one of my favorite photo locations
for bird photography. This place just
rocks! I remember the first time I went
to this location because I came home
with a boatload of quality images. The
birds and other wildlife are abundant
and the location is well-suited for
natural and wild backgrounds.
Like any destination, pre-planning is essential for a
productive trip. Online research is readily available
for most wildlife refuges and Chincoteague has an
enormous amount of information available for the online
researcher. Maps and Refuge info is easily accessible
and will provide you with a good pre-trip agenda.
Obviously, travel info and overnight accommodations
are also necessary pre-trip requirements.
Packing for a photo trip Chincoteague will be
influenced by the time of year you will be there. Long
lenses are definitely helpful for any bird photographer
and the typical wildlife arsenal will serve you well when
visiting this special destination.
If you want to photograph birds then I highly
recommend Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge!

Chincoteague Links:

National Park Service Chincoteague Island
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/chinco/

Nearby:

Assateague Island National Seashore
http://www.nps.gov/asis/index.htm
Ocean City Maryland
http://ococean.com/
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Sample Packing List
Camera
Tripod
70-200mm Lens
200-400mm Lens
24-70mm Lens
Cleaning Equipment
Flash Cards
Backup Battery
Cable Release
Computer
External Hard Drive
Jacket
Hat
Rain Jacket
Long Pants
Hiking Boots
Map
Water Bottle

Wildlife Tip of the Month

Patience

they say patience is a virtue. this is no more true than in wildlife photography.
i continue to be amazed how many times I see someone get out of their car, aim
their camera at a wild animal, click the shutter, and leave. I guess they figure
they got their shot. But there is so much more to wildlife photography than just
snapping a shot and moving on.
Spending time with an animal for any length of time provides more photographs from different angles and
perspectives. You also get to observe the animal in its natural habitat doing the things it does each and every day.
Besides the changes in animal behavior and their interaction with each other, the light also changes over the course
of time. Even in the middle of the day the sun can go behind clouds, so spending more time with a subject is highly
recommended.
I actually find it amazing how patient I am when behind my camera. I am not a patient person by nature! But get
me onto a wild animal and I can literally stand there all day, behind my tripod, photographing the animal.
The next time you are out on a photo shoot, slow down. Take time to enjoy your surroundings and really observe
the subject for a long, long time. This will undoubtedly improve your photography and provide you with better
quality photographs! Yep, patience is a virtue, especially in photography.

On Location:
a step by step account

A Short Hike from camp
As i get ready to leave my camp up on
winslow hill, i double-check to be sure
I have what I need for a day’s worth of
shooting. Camera? Check. Lenses? check.
teleconverter? check. Tripod? check.
Memory cards? check. cable release?
check. backup battery? check.
This pre-shoot process is pretty darned important
because there is nothing worse than getting two miles
from camp and realizing I’ve forgotten something!
Then it’s out the door I go. I sometimes have a
prearranged route already in my mind, but other times
I just make it up as I go, figuring where the wildlife
might be most abundant and hoping God’s Creation has
something special in store on this specific shoot.
I extend each of my three tripod legs and carry the
rig over my shoulder. The camera is already turned on
and my 200-400mm lens is attached and secured onto
the ballhead attached to my tripod. Each of the knobs
is tightened, of course, so the whole unit rides nicely on
my shoulder.
Sometimes, I take the ThinkTank belt and pouches on
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a walk like this, but today I am just going for a short hike,
so the ThinkTank stays back at camp. The spare battery
and memory card case are in my front left pocket. I also
have a small trash bag and a plastic grocery bag in case
of rain.
As I walk off my 3 1/2 acre property, I scan with my
eyes for any movement as I turn my head back and forth.
My gait is steady but slow, trying to sneak like an Indian
or mountain man. The object is to see the wildlife before
they see me. I’ve been a hunter since I was 12 years old,
so this type of sneaking through the woods comes quite
naturally for me now. And as I wildlife photographer,
I realized that I am kinda like a hunter, stalking my
subjects to capture them on my memory card.
I see a small herd of cow elk to my right in a small
field, green with lush grass. The cows are feeding and
did not recognize my presence yet. I get as close as
possible without being discovered and set up my tripod.
Usually the first click gives me away, but I remain still
and calm, sometimes pretending not to even care about
the elk--a great tip I learned from Lennie Rue III some
ten years ago. I take a few shots and then decide to work
these cows for a while, so I attach my cable release.
Occasionally, I move my tripod slightly to get a better
angle around a tree or tall grass. I stay in this location
for two hours and nearly fill my Lexar memory card. Is
there anything better than a photo hike from the cabin?
Not in my book!

Camera Tip - Viewing In-Camera Images Bigger
Some Nikon cameras provide a setup
feature to allow your thumb button
to be pressed while viewing a photo
on your LCD. By pressing this button
while previewing a photo, it increases
it’s viewable size to make it easier to
see details and check for proper focus.
I use this feature all the time! This tip
does not work with every camera, but
it should work for the Nikon cameras
from the D90 and above. Here’s how
how to set up a camera to do this:
1. Go into the menu by pressing the menu button
2. Go to the Custom Setting Menu (with the pencil)
3. Then go to Controls (F)
4. And then Multi Selector Center Button (F1)
5. Drop down to Playback Mode & press right arrow
6. Select Zoom On/Off
7, Select Medium Magnification
8. And press OK
Now, when you press the center of the Multi Selector

Button while viewing a photograph on the LCD screen,
it will zoom in so you can see more detail. This is helpful
to see if key elements are in focus or not. Give this tip a
try and see if you like it!

How I Photograph the PA Elk

This book in both hardcover & soft cover
editions is available at the Elk Country
Visitor’s Center on Winslow Hill, PA & online
at www.bobshankphotography.com
Learn tried and true techniques for
capturing great wildlife photographs!

wild Photo Ideas

Photograph a Non-Profit Fund-raising Event
Do yourself and your creative edge a favor and
photograph a non-profit fund-raising event. Several
good things can come from doing a photo shoot like
this: more opportunities to hone your photography
skills, meet some nice and interesting people along the
way, do a good deed, and make a difference!
Last year I volunteered to photograph
the inaugural PD Bike Tour in Malvern,
Pennsylvania. The event was organized
to raise money for Parkinson’s Disease. I
decided to attend this first-time event to
capture photographs and help promote this
worthy cause. What I didn’t think about was
the great people I would have the chance
to meet and be around for the day. I heard
stories of determination, grit, and tenacity!
I was motivated to tell the story through my
photographs and I even wrote an article for a
newspaper.
Photograph a non-profit event--it might just
change your perspective and even your life!
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Wild Photo Tip #1

Watch those Backgrounds!

W

atch
your
backgrounds.
Photographs become busy
much of the time due
to competing elements
in a scene. Backgrounds
cause particularly nasty
problems as light poles
sprout out of people’s
heads and clutter up an
otherwise serene scene.
Backgrounds should be as simple
as possible and typically one color
if possible. This is exactly why
studio photographers use seamless
backgrounds—it takes this variable
out of the equation!
Take a few moments now to
look at some of your recent
photographs. Study them closely
and pay particular attention to the
backgrounds in your photos. What
do you see? Are the backgrounds
simple and straightforward or are
they busy?
By paying attention to backgrounds
more carefully, you can bring your
photography to a new level. Look
at these examples and note which
photographs are better based on
their backgrounds.
Now, on your next photo shoot, pay
careful attention to the backgrounds
behind your subjects. Can you clean
up a background by moving slightly
to one side or the other? Can you
blur out a busy background by
setting a shallow depth of field?
Backgrounds are important. Pay
more attention to the backgrounds
in your photos, and the payoff will
be tremendous!
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Photo Software Tip

Shoot in Raw

In advanced photography raw is
preferred! most advanced cameras
have a raw setting, which is different
from jpg. why is raw preferred? well,
jpg, tiff, or any other format other
than raw bake in some settings
when the shutter is released. baked
in means that you cannot change
some settings once the image is
captured.
White balance, for example, cannot be changed
in a jpg format. Capture an image in raw and you
have the ability to change the white balance at your
will after the image is captured!
There are other features that can be changed when
shooting in RAW. The one downside is that RAW
images require more space on a memory card. But
with memory cards being less expensive and larger
these days, the trade-off
is, well, worth it!
Set your camera to the
RAW setting and give it
a try for a while. Then,
when editing images,
see what you can change
in post-processing. Give
it a try! You will be able
to make significant
changes even after you
captured the image with
your camera!
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Learn more about Photography
from

Bob Shank Photography
Photo Workshops
Evaluative Photo Critiques
One-Day Guided Photo Shoots
PA Elk Photo Experience

www.bobshankphotography.com
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Photo Critique

Learning How to Take Better Photographs
by Being Critical of our Work

T

Bugling Bull Breath

his photograph was captured on a brisk, cold
morning in the fall during the rut. Bulls were
bugling and competing to breed cows. The day was
beautiful and the fall colors were just starting to
convert the landscape to a paint-like scene full of
vibrant colors.
The breath of the bull while he was bugling can
be seen in the brisk air in front of his open mouth.
His large rack of antlers is also glistening in the sun
from the frost that is slowly melting away and leaving
behind a slick, wet sheen. The bull’s head is tilted back
slightly in that classic bugling pose as the rack is laid
back along the line of his body. Finally, the background
is thrown out of focus to keep the focus of the viewer’s
eyes on the main subject--the majestic bull elk.
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These are all good features of this photograph but
it is not perfect by any means. The turnip greens are
a bit oversaturated. There is also a group of weeds in
the lower left-hand corner that slightly blocks a clear
view of the bull. The subject is a bit too much on the left
side of the image, which creates not only an off-balance
photograph, but also makes framing this print difficult
without losing some detail behind the frame.
Sometimes we are limited in wildlife photography by
the location of an animal in a scene or by the conditions
of the weather. Photographing wild animals is certainly
not like creating portraits in a studio! There are times
we have to make some compromises to even get a shot.
This is true in this photograph. It is not perfect, but I
believe it works quite well. What do you think?

